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2024 Online IoPT Education Course


    ONLINE
    IOPT EDUCATION COURSE, 2024.




    This course is open to anyone... made up of 8 tw-day modules.




    To find out more click here.



    
        2024 Education Course    



    



    "I'm the enemy of the unlived, meaningless life"




    (Bob Dylan, False Prophet)


    



     Dissociation is the separation from reality. Because reality in the moment is too unbearable, we separate ourselves from it.




    Association is being in reality as it is, now.


    



     On the Trauma of Identity and the Trauma of Love:




    "As the mother’s psyche is split, so her heart is split also."




    (Vivian Broughton - 2021)
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    Personal statement: I am a psychotrauma practitioner (originally a Gestalt
    psychotherapist) with over 30 years experience. My passion is working with people where there is the possibility of real, healthy emotional contact, where truth is honoured, and reality
    takes precedence over illusions. For more about me click here.
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    What is the purpose of Life?




    To live a good life, and to come to know who I really am.


    



    "There are so many people in the world who have a good amount of 'healthy I'; it's just that they also have unresolved trauma and
    slide so easily into their survival strategies and ruin it all for themselves." (Vivian)
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    So you want to be an IOPT Practitioner?
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